New Course for Spring 2019: MGT 442: Entrepreneurial solutions to social problems

Learn how to use business to address society’s wicked problems. This course will give students a broad understanding of the many ways positive and social change can be achieved through creating, scaling, investing in or collaborating with mission-driven businesses.

Course Information:
MGT 442: Entrepreneurial solutions to social problems
Instructor: Hans Rawhouser
Tuesday/Thursday
4:00-5:15pm
CBC C122

For more information, click here.

To learn more about the Troesh Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation minor click here.

Meet RVF Board Member: Tomas Nava

Tomas Nava is one of the directors of the Rebel Venture Fund (RVF) majoring in mathematics.

Why you joined RVF: The main reason why I decided to join RVF was to get a better understanding of how the world of startups and venture capital worked.

Goal for RVF: My goal for RVF would be for the fund to be a driving force in the growth and development of the startup community here in the valley. Being that the startup community is still in its early stages, RVF has a great opportunity to achieve that goal.

The Southern Nevada Business Plan Competition to return in May 2019
Friday, May 3, 2019
UNLV Foundation-Blasco Event Wing
Open to all UNLV students

The Southern Nevada Business Plan Competition is a collaborative effort between education and industry to recognize and support the efforts of Southern Nevada entrepreneurs. The competition seeks entrepreneurs that have the passion, drive, and determination to create businesses. Limited to those dedicated to doing business in Southern Nevada, the competition is committed to identifying and growing the best idea.

Submission Deadline: March 1, 2019

For upcoming deadlines and more information about the competition click [here](#).

---

**Lee Business School Commencement Ceremony—December 17th**

The Lee Business School will be hosting an independent commencement ceremony on Monday, December 17, 2018 celebrating the Fall 2018 Graduates.

For more information click [here](#).

---

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

**CircleIn Internship**

CircleIn is looking for 3-4 paid interns to help with sales, marketing, and customer acquisition. CircleIn is a campus wide, peer to peer, homework help center.

*Why are we hiring?* CircleIn is entering a national customer acquisition phase and need help adding and onboarding new college campuses

*Internship Focus:* Sales, marketing, and partnerships.

*Work Location:* Switch Innovation Center, Las Vegas

*Hours:* 10-20 hours, paid+stock

*To apply:* E-mail Gerald Meggett, CircleIn Co-Founder at Gerald@CircleInApp.com

---

**COMMUNITY EVENTS**

**2018 Hour of Code Volunteer Sign-Up**

Rob Roy’s Innovation Center
6795 S. Edmond Street, 3rd floor
Multiple dates and times

*Hour of code is a global movement reaching tens of millions of students in 180+ countries. One-hour tutorials are available in over 45 languages.*

No experience necessary to volunteer.

For more information click [here](#).

---

**Business Plan Workshop**

UNLV Lee Business School
Frank and Estella Beam (BEH) 106 Hall
As part of the Southern Nevada Business Plan Competition, the Troesh Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation will be hosting a business plan workshop. Workshop topics will outline the creation of a business plan and provide additional resources to launch your new venture.

RSVPs are required by email at entrepreneurship@unlv.edu.

**Troesh Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation** operates as an administrative unit within the UNLV Lee Business School. As a center of excellence, the Troesh Center is focused on providing opportunities for students, faculty and the community to learn about entrepreneurship.

The center manages the entrepreneurship curriculum across the university, is a hub for entrepreneurship research, supports entrepreneurial activities in southern Nevada, and offers guidance to internal and external stakeholders on obtaining angel capital.

The center also arranges for a limited number of business ideas to be presented to Lee Business School students at the beginning of each fall semester. If accepted, LEE students build investor quality business plans for the projects over the course of an academic year.